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Abstract 
In recent years research on automatic font generation with machine learning mainly focus on using 

transformation-based methods, in comparison, generative model-based methods of font generation have 

received less attention. Transformation-based methods learn a mapping of the transformations from an 

existing input to a target. This makes them ambiguous because in some cases a single input reference may 

correspond to multiple possible outputs. In this work, we focus on font generation using the generative 

model-based methods which learn the buildup of the characters from noise-to-image. We propose a novel 

way to train a conditional generative deep neural model so that we can achieve font style control on the 

generated font images. Our research demonstrates how to generate new font images conditioned on both 

character class labels and character style labels when using the generative model-based methods. We 

achieve this by introducing a modified generator network which is given inputs noise, character class, and 

style, which help us to calculate losses separately for the character class labels and character style labels. 

We show that adding the character style vector on top of the character class vector separately gives the 

model rich information about the font and enables us to explicitly specify not only the character class but also 

the character style that we want the model to generate. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Automated font generation with machine learning 

is a lucrative research field in the font design world 

recently. This is mostly because font design is a 

resource-consuming task and designers can spend 

considerable time creating new fonts. Modern font 

generation solutions use machine learning because 

of their end-to-end nature with less human 

involvement which saves a lot of time and reduces 

labor needed to design new fonts.  

 This ranges from designing regular, handwritten, 

or artistic styled fonts using architecture-variant 

models which can help generate quality fonts with 

these distinctive features. Earlier work in font 

generation introduced the use of generative 

adversarial networks (GAN) [1]. GANs are a 

popular machine learning framework used for data 

generation tasks. 

Generally, machine learning font generation can be 

loosely categorized into two methods, those 

requiring an existing image as reference called 

transformation methods and those that just need 

random noise vectors and label vectors information 

called just generative methods. This research work 

studies the generative methods and proposes a 

model that generates fonts guided with the font 

character label and style label vectors. Since fonts in 

deep learning are represented as images in which the 

collective pixels in the image graphically signify a 

particular character and its font style.  

In this paper, we introduce a combination of three 

vectors, a noise vector, a character embedding 
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vector, and a style embedding vector to train a deep 

generative model to create new font images. The 

noise vector is used to predict and generate the 

image pixels that the character and style embedding 

specify. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

 

Font generation using GANs [1] has been an 

interesting area of research of late. This is because 

GANs are robust and have helped in solving 

challenges like image generation, text-to-image 

translation [2], and image-to-image translation [3]. 

This is because GANs have two networks, the 

generator and the discriminator which train 

simultaneously through an adversarial process. The 

training involves estimating new samples and also 

determining that samples are real or generated 

samples via this adversarial process in which both 

objectives are being pitted against each other. 

Generative adversarial networks revolutionized 

unsupervised learning in various domains of machine 

learning. Regardless of their success, GANs are 

difficult to train because of the instability during 

training which is an ongoing challenge in computer 

vision in order to generate diverse and high-quality 

images. Nevertheless, there are some fair proposed 

guidelines for stable training of GANs [4]. 

 

1. Transformation-based methods 

 

Various images are distinctive visually but share 

key structural characteristic similarities which can 

be used to group images together into visual domains 

which are basically the categories the images fall in. 

Apart from this, images in these domains can also be 

grouped according to their specific unique imprint 

which is basically called style. StarGAN [5,6] is a 

recent transformation-based method using image-

to-image translation to provide a solution that 

transforms images considering the diverse styles in 

each domain in turn providing the diversity of 

generated images and providing the scalability over 

multiple domains.  

Font generation methods using these 

transformation-based methods mostly use image-

to-image translation in which they transform an 

existing font image from one domain to another. 

Transformation-based image generation is also a 

style transfer problem [7] that aims to create a new 

image by combining the content of one image with 

the style of another. Style transfer has been widely 

applied to many modern image processing problems 

to achieve great performance in image 

transformation and previously style transfer was 

recently used to generate fonts in neural font style 

transfer [8].  

In transformation-based font generation, we can 

learn the process of transformation from the source 

font style to the target font style given pairs of 

source and target inputs [9]. This approach is 

basically approximating between font styles how we 

can take the style of one font character and transfer 

it to another font character. This is limited because 

it involves the generation of one font style at a time 

and can fail when there’s a large number of different 

fonts involved. This problem can be solved by 

image-to-image translation techniques introduced 

in Pix2Pix [3], which learns the mapping from the 

input image to the output image. The Pix2Pix model 

had a one-to-many relationship problem that could 

cause a character to appear in multiple fonts. Zi2Zi 

[10] adopted the Pix2Pix architecture and added 

category embedding to improve the architecture and 

learn multiple font styles at the same time. Zi2Zi 

solved this problem through category embedding by 

concatenating a non-trainable Gaussian noise to the 

character embedding as the style embedding before 

it goes into the decoder. The decoder in Zi2Zi takes 

both the character and style embeddings as it goes 

through the process of upsampling to generate the 

target image.  

Image style transfer is also evidently used in 

DCFont [11] as one part of the two major 

components in a system which given only a few 

characters can automatically generate an entire font 

library with realistic-looking synthetic results. In 

DCFont, the proposed model is given a small number 

of characters as input and the font feature 

reconstruction network estimates the deep font 

features of the remaining characters from the deep 

feature space. The result of the font feature 

reconstruction network is the estimated style 

representation of the target character and this is fed 

to the font style transfer network. The font style 

transfer network converts characters in the 

reference font to the corresponding output style by 

using the style vector from the font feature 

reconstruction as style. This approach fails when the 

source font image has a very different shape 
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compared to the target font image and makes it 

harder to accomplish image to image translation. 

According to SCFont [12], these recent end-to-

end approaches like transformation-based deep-

learning methods often obtain synthesis results 

without correct structures and artifacts because 

they lose some information in between. This is the 

main reason we elected to use generative methods 

which learn the buildup knowledge of the structure 

of the characters from the ground truth. 

 

2. Generative model-based methods 

 

Generative model-based approaches are useful in 

such cases because they are trained to learn the 

buildup of all the characters under different fonts and 

learn the process of how to reproduce these 

designed characters and generate new fonts from 

this learned knowledge. Generative model-based 

methods emulate the vanilla GANs approach and 

generate new fonts from only random noise by 

capturing the data distribution and learning how to 

model the high dimension distribution of the font data.  

In recent font generation literature, previous 

research has demonstrated that font generation can 

also be accomplished using generative model-based 

methods. These methods are different from the 

transformation-based methods because they 

generate new characters from only noise and 

conditioned data.  

Recently GlyphGAN [13] proposed a new 

architecture which is a generative model-based 

approach to font generation. These generative 

model-based methods train the model to learn each 

font character’s design principle using generative 

adversarial learning and come up with new 

characters by sampling data from the estimated 

manifold that the fonts compose in the learned image 

space. In the GlyphGAN architecture, the generator 

is given an input vector that consists of the style 

vector and character class vector. The character 

class vector is a one-hot encoded vector based on 

the classes of characters of the training data and the 

style vector is a uniform random vector with 

arbitrary information. The discriminator used the 

Wasserstein distance [14] to find the distance 

between its inputs which consist of the training 

examples and the generated samples. The goal in 

GlyphGAN was to generate an infinite variety of 

fonts with control on the character and style 

independently. 

Although GlyphGAN succeeds in explicitly 

controlling the class of the generated font character, 

GlyphGAN fails to explicitly control the style of the 

generated font characters. In GlyphGAN explicit 

style control is not performed because they used a 

uniform random vector as the style which is not 

supervised information. In this paper, we approach 

the font generation problem similar to GlyphGAN, a 

generative model-based method, and solve their 

proposed model’s problem by proposing a model that 

can explicitly control the style of the generated fonts. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

 

In GAN the generator part of the model computes 

this function G(z) with z being the input noise 

variable, the discriminator computes the function 

D(x) with the input x, the real image training 

examples. The discriminator also computes the 

function D(G(z)) having the generator output G(z) 

as input. The goal of the discriminator network D is 

to predict a single scalar which determines whether 

the input image is real or fake by maximizing the 

probability of correctly classifying which images are 

real and which ones are fake, the generator network 

G meanwhile tries to succeed in minimizing its failure 

to fool the discriminator. This pioneering GAN 

framework has no control over the modes of data 

being generated.  

This problem is solved by conditional GANs 

(cGANs) [15] which condition the model by 

introducing an additional input vector y to the GAN 

model on both networks G and D with y serving as 

the character class label for the training images 

examples and also for the fake examples. In cGANs 

the input to the generator is z and y, the generator 

computes the function G(z, y) and the inputs to the 

discriminator are x, y, and G(z, y), the discriminator 

computes the functions D(x, y) for real examples 

and D(G(z, y ),y) for generated examples.  

In order to improve the performance of GANs 

more, deep convolutional GAN (DCGAN) [16] 

scaled up GANs further by successfully introducing  
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the proposed model. 

 

the use of CNN [17-19] in GAN which makes it 

possible to train the discriminative and generative 

networks with deep convolutional layers and our 

model utilizes both. 

Our approach solves the explicit style control 

problem introduced in GlyphGAN by providing our 

model with a separate style vector which is 

additional supervised information. We achieve this 

by specifying the generator’s input vector into 

three parts, the noise vector z, character label vector 

y, and style label vector s. 

This type of conditioned input helps us calculate 

character class label and style label losses 

separately and distinctly learn each of these 

conditions. This bolsters our model’s precision 

capability to intentionally specify the style of our 

generated font samples after training. Our model is 

reliably capable to perform explicit style control 

when generating samples from only noise. 

We use cGAN loss with y and s as our conditions 

for characters and style classification loss, 

respectively,  

 

𝐿 (𝐺, 𝐷) =  𝔼 , , [𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠)]

+  𝔼 , , log 1 − 𝐷 𝐺(𝑧, 𝑦, 𝑠) . 

 

To further improve the performance of the model 

we also add L1 loss to the generator so that the 

generated samples gravitate towards clearer output, 

 

𝐿 ( ) =   𝔼 , , , [∥ 𝑥 − 𝐺(𝑧, 𝑦, 𝑠) ∥ ]. 

 

Finally, our final objective is a combination of these 

two functions,  

 

𝐺∗ = arg min max  𝐿 (𝐺, 𝐷) +⋌ 𝐿 (𝐺). 

 

In our network architecture, as shown in Fig. 1, the 

generator gets an input of 3 vectors, the noise vector, 

character class vector, and character style vector. 

The noise vector is a 100-dimensional vector that 

is sampled from a normal distribution. The character 

class and character style vectors are one-hot 

encoded vectors according to the number of 

characters and styles, respectively i.e., the character 

vector is a 26-dimensional vector (26 alphabet 

letters) and the style vector is a 204-dimensional 

vector (200 training styles and 4 finetuning styles). 

The discriminator gets two inputs, one input is the 

generated fake images from the generator, the other 

input is the real data which are the fonts images in 

the dataset. Both of these inputs are already 

concatenated with the one-hot encoded character 

class and character style vectors before being fed 

into the discriminator. We use batch normalization in 

both discriminator and generator networks [20]. In 

the generator network, each de-convolutional layer 

is followed by a ReLU activation function and its final 

layer has a sigmoid. On the other hand, each of the 

discriminator network’s convolutional layer is 

followed by a leaky ReLU activation function and 

after the series of convolutions, we have a sigmoid 

activation function. The ReLU and the leaky ReLU 

activation functions achieve good performance in the 

generator and the discriminator, respectively, and 

this addresses the vanishing gradient problems 

assuring stable training of the deep neural network 

[4, 15]. We also introduce two new dense layers 

after the flattened layer in the discriminator, one 

used for character classification and the other for 

style classification. This allows us to calculate losses 

separately for the character class labels and 

character style labels and with this, we can perform 

explicit style control for the generated characters. 

 

IV. Experiments 

We created our own alphabet dataset based on 

tools shared by IBM [21] which involves collecting a  
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Fig. 2. Example of the diverse training samples from the dataset 

large enough number of font files online and 

generating numerous images from A-Z in each 

respective font file. Our generated dataset consists of 

200 different fonts used during training and another 4 

different fonts used for finetuning in the selected 

finetuning characters, a total of 204 font files. Each 

style has its label e.g., ‘Style 1’ is labeled as a 

value ‘1’ and represented by the one-hot vector 

for this value. This applies to all the font styles up to 

the 204th style and can be expanded with regard to the 

length of the dataset depending on the number of 

font files that make up the dataset used for the model.  

We used TensorFlow to implement our model and 

trained it on an NVIDIA 2080ti GPU using Adam 

optimizer with a learning rate set to 0.0002 while using 

batch size as 64 with the input and output character 

images used are all of size 64 x 64 x 1. In our 

experiments, we do three tests to evaluate our 

model’s performance. We test how effective the 

model is on controlling font style, generating new font 

style, and few-shot font generation. 

At test time we generate samples after training the 

model. We feed the trained model a noise vector, 

character label, and style label in order to generate 

specified characters from A-Z in the provided style 

showing explicit style control. Fig. 3. shows the results 

of controlling style with a supervised style vector and 

selecting varying specified styles we want the model 

to generate.  

In order to test our model’s robustness, we 

introduce the model to an incomplete set of 

characters in a new font style. The aim is to retrain 

and finetune the model on these new characters. To 

do this we conducted 2 finetuning tests with 

variations in the number of characters used to 

finetune. We selected disjointedly 20 and 5 

finetuning characters to use in separate tests. We 

used the structural similarity index measure (SSIM) 

to shortlist the finetuning characters used [22]. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Characters A-Z in different font styles 

generated from noise with style and character 

labels after training. 
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(a) SSIM selected 20 finetuning characters 
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2. 

 

3. 
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(b) SSIM selected 5 finetuning characters 

 

Fig. 4. Characters are used to finetune the trained model. 
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Fig. 5. Generated results from 20 characters used 

in finetuning. 

 

1. 

 

2. 

 

3. 

 

4. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Generated results from 5 characters used 

in finetuning. 
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SSIM is a simple image classifier that can tell how 

similar two images are by focusing on the structural 

comparison based on the image’s pixel density 

values similarity. This measure is not based on exact 

differences between pixels and it enables us to find 

the images that are representative of the whole 

dataset. Fig. 4. shows the selected characters which 

are used for finetuning. These characters have the 

highest SSIM score compared to each of the other 

representative of the entire 26 characters of the 

English alphabet. 

This section explains the few-shot font generation. 

Since we finetune on only a few characters, we want 

to find out how the other unseen characters look like 

in the finetuning styles. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the 

test results of the seen and unseen characters after 

finetuning the trained model. These characters are 

in the font styles used for finetuning to test if our 

model can learn some extra new font styles. Ideally, 

we want the font designer to design only a few font 

characters from the alphabet and the rest complete 

set should be generated by the model. 

 

V. Discussion 

 

These results show that our model learns to generate 

all characters from noise in respective font styles 

during training while being able to learn both the 

character labels and style labels simultaneously.  

Fig. 7 below shows the graphical representations 

of the character classification loss, y, and style 

classification loss, s that is optimized during training 

classification loss during training. 

As the number of the training steps progresses the 

character classification loss discriminator_loss_ 

real_y significantly decreases from 0.4 to 

somewhere near 0 and as the number of the training 

steps progresses the style classification loss 

discriminator_loss_real_s significantly decreases 

from 5 to somewhere near 0. 

The results also show that thin fonts as 

demonstrated in Fig. 6. become blurry when using 

fewer finetuning characters while bold and thick fonts 

generate promising and close to the best results. The 

few-shot font generation results in this work look 

promising and substantiate the need to explore this 

research area while also showing potential for better 

and improved results for future works. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Character classification loss and style  

 

VI. Conclusion 

 

In this paper, the objective was to create a font 

generation model using only the noise, character, and 

style vectors that can also perform a few-shot font 

generation. This generative model-based approach 

attempted to solve the problem that exists in 

transformation-based methods in where a single 

input reference can be mapped to multiple possible 

outputs. This model accomplishes this by learning 

the buildup of the characters from noise-to-image 

while providing explicit font style control of the 

generated fonts by intentionally specifying both the 

character and style in our generated samples. This 

contribution helps the generative-model to learn 

these specific additional informative attributes of the 

fonts that we generate which significantly impacts 

the loss functions in our model.  

In our future work, we will explore a new way to 

improve the results of this approach with an 

emphasis on the few-shot font generation process 

and also diversifying the dataset to work with 

Chinese, Japanese, and Korean (CJK) character 

datasets. 
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